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ABSTRACT: The June 2020 clash between the People's Republic of China and India in the disputed Ladakh border area resulted from the strategic expansions of both powers. Like two bubbles expanding in a contained space, these expansions were bound to collide and cause friction. This article explains how the expansions precipitated the incident and might exacerbate border disputes in the future. In pondering implications, it recommends Washington pursue a Eurasia-focused policy embracing the disputed region.

On June 15, 2020, the People's Republic of China (PRC) and Indian troops engaged in a fight using fists and clubs close to Patrol Point 14 in the Galwan Valley in the disputed border area of Ladakh in the Himalayas. At least 20 Indian and 45 Chinese soldiers died in the clashes. According to Indian reports, PRC forces crossed the Line of Actual Control (LAC) that separates India-administered Jammu and Kashmir from PRC-administered Aksai Chin.1 Beijing and Delhi claim these territories in parts or entirety and blamed each other for the incident, the first deadly clash since 1975.2 The skirmish did not involve the use of firearms, which the powers banned in previous years. Despite an agreement to disengage, and a previous record of withdrawal after similar clashes, the situation has not returned to the status quo ante.3

Analysis of the strategic expansions of both powers reveals the larger dynamics which arguably made the June 15 incident inevitable. A strategic expansion involves policies and measures aimed at extending a state’s political, economic, and military influence or control within and outside its borders. Such policies and activities are interconnected and mutually reinforcing but are harder to implement in a region riddled with border disputes. The PRC and India are both pursuing

strategic expansion policies focused on the disputed Ladakh region and deploying capabilities to shape their geopolitical environments and facilitate their ongoing rise as great powers. The incident and the dispute thus represent the focal points at which the powers’ strategic expansions interact. In this case, it does not matter whether the incident was a provocation or an accident, as the conflict’s geopolitical premise rooted in the strategic expansions connotes a degree of inevitability.

Figure 1. Map of disputed borders and territory in the Himalayas (Map courtesy of REUTERS Graphics)⁴

The notion of strategic expansion is especially illuminating in the context of the border dispute because India and China share the perception that each is a victim of exploitation by foreign powers; each also desires to remedy this legacy. As two of the world’s oldest civilizations, both countries seek to regain a status befitting their size, population, and heritage; thus, each places considerable value on “territory, past wrongs and restitution.”⁵ The “century of national humiliation” in China and the colonization and partition of India reinforce this commitment, with both powers seeking to reconstitute the areas they once controlled and do so within perceived borders so as to right the supposed wrongs caused by outside actors.⁶ The related efforts foster an environment conducive to border conflicts, as conceptions of “inherent
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historical and contemporary greatness” are difficult to reconcile in the case of the contested borders.\(^7\)

The latest border incident has implications for global security, Sino-Indian–Pakistani ties, and the United States, which has been retreating from its global security role over the past few years while increasingly directing its capabilities toward containing the PRC. Having never developed a robust Eurasia-focused policy featuring the Ladakh region, the United States’ ability to formulate a response to the incident has been limited. The strategic expansions of the PRC and India into the disputed Ladakh region (on a micro level encompassing political, economic, and military expansions) also have a bearing on America’s role as a guarantor of global security, which has hinged on its efforts to connect excluded regions to the international system.\(^8\) To shape the strategic expansions of the PRC and India, the United States must develop a policy with a focus on Central and South Asia strategies. Only then can it maintain its role as a global security guarantor in a world order increasingly influenced by the rise of Asian great powers.

### Political Expansion

For India and the PRC, political expansion into the disputed border region of Ladakh refers to an elevated focus on policy making regarding the region at both national and local levels; promotion of the nations’ capacities to control local administrations in the territories under their de facto control by appointing and removing local officials and managing or setting local and trans-regional policy agendas; and actions by the governments to redefine or adjust the political and administrative status of the controlled territories in the disputed region.

In the case of the PRC, political expansion refers to the extension of political influence from the center of the country to its periphery in service of the “Chinese dream.” Beijing defines the dream as achieving a “great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation” by restoring its preeminence and
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making it a “fully-developed great power by 2049.” Political expansion supports this “dream” by advancing and consolidating institutions of political and administrative control in peripheral, culturally different, and autonomous areas exhibiting separatist tendencies. The PRC exerts control over the political, cultural, and economic development agendas in these areas, making them adhere to the party’s core values, beliefs, policies, and strategic vision. Xinjiang and Tibet, bordering Ladakh and Aksai Chin, are examples which elucidate Beijing’s sensitivities (and India’s for that matter) when viewed through the prism of the incident and its strategic expansion.

On the one hand, China’s political expansion is an organic process. Beijing now has the capability to extend its political control to areas beyond the “Han core,” something it had struggled with after incorporating Tibet and Xinjiang in 1949. Various threats and challenges also limited maneuverability in advancing national sovereignty claims during the Cold War. On the other hand, aspects of the expansion are a directed process. This process has developed because Beijing is pursuing a balanced and secure national economic development by shrinking the gap between the prosperous eastern and poor western regions while building a secure base to project power on its western flank. This dual imperative is critical for the security of the PRC, which perceives advancing separatist forces along its entire frontier from inner Mongolia in the north and Taiwan and Hong Kong in the southeast to Tibet and Xinjiang in the northwest. This task is projected to grow in importance as economic growth slows and the elite look for new sources of economic growth, legitimacy, and power.

The perceived US efforts to foment separatism and contain Chinese expansion in the Indo-Asia-Pacific make the western flank even more important to Beijing’s grand strategy. These efforts also make the PRC less restrained regarding its territorial and sovereignty claims. Chinese actions in the disputed region include aims to change India’s strategic calculus regarding Delhi’s unfulfilled role of a counterbalance, push for a reinterpretation of the LAC, and deter India’s regional expansion while securing its own. India’s territorial constitutional changes in August 2019

and military expansion in the disputed areas have only reinforced Beijing’s negative perception of India’s territorial claims over Ladakh, Aksai Chin, and Arunachal Pradesh. The country’s political expansion has aggravated India’s insecurity, prompting a race for political control in the region, which exacerbated the dispute and culminated in the incident.

Similarly, India’s concerns about its sovereignty and China’s territorial claims drive its political expansion. At the heart of India’s concerns are power asymmetry vis-à-vis the PRC on the Tibet issue, the border disputes, and nuclear capabilities. Delhi considers Tibet a contested buffer state with geopolitical benefits. The region contains 40 percent of the PRC’s mineral resources and the world’s third-largest freshwater repository. It also provides nations controlling it with major advantages to project power toward the border with India or the rest of the China. Border tensions are exacerbated by the construction of dams on the rivers originating in Tibet as well as the regional expansions of both powers. Beijing’s resistance to Delhi’s interpretation of the McMahon Line as India’s northeastern border with Tibet further aggravates the border disputes.

Like the PRC in Xinjiang and Tibet, India is extending its political influence in the Muslim-dominated Jammu and Kashmir regions by resorting to nationalism, which has become a more potent force under the ruling Bharatiya Janata Party since it gained control of the administration in 2014. In 2019, India’s Hindu nationalist government stripped Jammu and Kashmir of its status as an Indian state, breaking it into two territories directly governed by New Delhi. It also divided its eastern Ladakh region into a separate union territory. India’s minister of internal affairs then reaffirmed India’s claim to Aksai Chin by stating “we are ready to give
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our lives for [Aksai Chin].”\textsuperscript{21} Beijing almost certainly factored this statement in any decision to initiate or respond to the actions along the LAC.

Since the regional balance of forces favors China and Pakistan, India views the extension of its political influence in the north as necessary to secure its northern flank while also challenging the PRC’s assertive engagement in the Indo-Asia-Pacific. To that end, India has sought to enhance its engagement with Afghanistan, Bhutan, and Nepal. Its perceived need to catch up has in turn elevated Beijing’s security concerns, making incidents such as the June 15 clash more likely. Sino-Indian and Pakistani-Indian border disputes are dangerous because their unstable interdependence, marked by trilateral perceptions and unequal capabilities, lends itself to a possible armed confrontation involving not two but three nuclear armed states.

\section*{Economic Expansion}

The economic expansion of both powers refers to the promotion of economic and development policies in and beyond the disputed border region of Ladakh. Unlike political expansion, which focuses on domestic development within a perceived geopolitical space, economic expansion has a pronounced transregional component supporting the countries’ internal and external expansion. Importantly, the expansion in both cases is meant to shore up state legitimacy, communist or nationalist rule, and the countries’ nationalist economic agendas.\textsuperscript{22} These agendas eventually collide in domestic and regional environments, accentuating the border disputes amid the spike in regional economic infrastructure development. The expansions thus serve as sources of tension that spill into border conflicts. Defining how these expansions interact is key to ensuring a smoother reconfiguration of the Western-led global economic order to one potentially dominated by Asian powers in the coming decades.\textsuperscript{23}

To fuel its global economic expansion, the PRC uses the Belt and Road Initiative, which entails more than $1 trillion in infrastructure investments in more than 60 countries (including the regions disputed with India).\textsuperscript{24} The initiative’s maritime and land components are linked by the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, which facilitates Beijing’s Western Development Strategy.

\textsuperscript{22} Malone and Mukherjee, “India and China.”
India increasingly views the PRC’s economic expansion in the border region as incompatible with its own, not least due to a growing trade imbalance. India has not joined the Belt and Road Initiative, which has also raised concerns about Beijing’s agenda in Myanmar, Nepal, and even Pakistan. India has been apprehensive about the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor because it passes west of the Daulat Beg Oldie military base via the Gilgit-Baltistan region, which is disputed by Delhi and Islamabad, and because it legitimizes Pakistan and China’s political and economic expansions. Prior to the border incident, Delhi directed domestic companies “to avoid using Chinese equipment to upgrade the 4G networks.” Following the border clash, and amid growing economic tensions in the bilateral relationship, it banned the use of Chinese applications and is considering further restrictions on the use of Chinese telecommunications equipment. The economic tensions against the backdrop of the political expansions in the contested areas serve to increase misperceptions and prospects of border incidents. Augmented by the powers’ economic expansions in each other’s recognized and disputed areas, the economic tensions contributed to the border clash—which, in turn, brought the tensions to a new level.

As Beijing advances economic policies in the southwest and northwest, Delhi leverages its Connect Central Asia policy to redefine the northern periphery and match these economic advances. Several major factors, however, constrain the policy. India has outlined a plan for developing and integrating the union territories with the rest of India, but the disputed region features mountainous terrain and high altitudes, making economic activities difficult to organize and sustain. India also has no border with Afghanistan and would have to rely on Pakistan to unleash the full potential of its regional and transregional economic policies. Finally, India’s economy is $10 trillion smaller than China’s economy and could fall further behind absent major reforms. Still, Delhi continues to press forward with economic expansion in the region while strengthening economic, political, and military ties with countries in the Indo-Asia-Pacific, especially Australia, Japan, Vietnam, and the United States.

Military Expansion

For both countries, military expansion refers to a greater focus on military planning regarding the disputed border area of Ladakh and competing territorial claims, the development of military infrastructure, and the deployment of enhanced military capabilities in the region. These expansions stem from the comprehensive military buildups both powers have been pursuing over the past decade.

China’s military expansion is meant to help the country become a world-class military by 2050, enabling it to protect its expanding economic interests, including those in Central and South Asia. Beijing views Ladakh as an inalienable historical territory it must defend to protect its economic expansion while preventing India’s expansion north and perceived US encroachment in the east. As a result, the PRC is reevaluating its “Active Defense” approach, seeking to preempt threats of attacks—not just attacks—along its perimeter to deter opponents. Its military planners are also paying more attention to the southwest region and to India.

In recent years, Beijing has significantly upgraded military infrastructure in the disputed region. It has built 58,000 kilometers of railway and road systems, five air bases, and supply hubs across Tibet to improve rapid reaction and counterterrorism capabilities. The network links to several major highways crisscrossing the country—Central Highway, Eastern Highway, Yunnan-Tibet Highway, and Western Highway—and is further connected to the PRC-Pakistan Karakoram Highway and the disputed Aksai Chin region. Aksai Chin is controlled by China and separated from Indian-administered areas of the disputed Ladakh by the LAC. Many of the network’s roads run close to or beyond the LAC—areas India considers its territory. To improve military deployments, the Chinese have also extended rail lines close to the Indian border.

During the border conflict with India on June 15, the PRC likely occupied multiple new geographic positions to ensure greater protection of the China National Highway 219 (G219) linking Xinjiang and Tibet and the China National Highway 314 (G314) connecting China to
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Pakistan.\textsuperscript{36} It may have also done so to prevent India from building its own infrastructure and using “the 255 km Darbuk-Shyok-Daulat Beg Oldie road.”\textsuperscript{37} Completed in 2019, this road allows for rapid military deployment to the LAC.\textsuperscript{38} India’s construction of offshoot roads may have aggravated Beijing’s concerns, triggering the alleged incursions.\textsuperscript{39} The PRC then used the territorial gains as “a form of coercive issue linkage,” pressuring India on the “disputed territories to secure concessions” on border-related or non-border-related issues in other geographic areas.\textsuperscript{40} China could thus be looking to pressure India to stay away from Nepal and roadbuilding in the eastern sector to prevent Delhi from expanding its influence there.\textsuperscript{41} The disengagement, which has involved only select positions abandoned by the Chinese since the clash of June 15, lends credence to this argument.

While India’s regional military expansion has proceeded more slowly than China’s, many projects have been coming online over the past two years, unnerving Beijing.\textsuperscript{42} India has completed the construction of most of the 73 roads under the “India-China Border Roads initiative.”\textsuperscript{43} The Darbuk-Shyok-Daulat Beg Oldie Road now enables Delhi to move military assets close to the contested areas along the LAC—a key change considering the People’s Liberation Army’s own rapid deployment capacity.\textsuperscript{44} India’s military was long focused on “insurgency in Kashmir and the Naxalite uprising,” leaving it vulnerable to perceived military threats from China. The PRC’s recent military expansion in Xinjiang, Tibet, and the south has prompted Delhi to increase “manpower for the [country’s] Indo-Tibetan Border Police,” to strengthen the capabilities of its “Eastern Air Command,” and “expand [its] air bases” in the region.\textsuperscript{45}

In upgrading its military potential, India has increased the capabilities of its “airmobile 17 Mountain Strike Corps.”\textsuperscript{46} Once it completes its military modernization, India could deploy more forces near its border with
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the PRC, whose troops are mostly positioned deeper inland.\textsuperscript{47} The PRC may have initially sought to alter the status quo in the Galwan Valley by gaining whatever military advantages it could (in complex terrain) in the areas it now controls.\textsuperscript{48} After all, India's military expansion into Ladakh could enable it to sustain forward deployment closer to the PRC's borders, thereby eroding some of the PRC's advantages.\textsuperscript{49} Pointedly, Colonel Zhang Shuli, a spokesperson for the Chinese military's Western Theater Command, said the PRC had always maintained sovereignty over the Galwan Valley, despite retreating from the area after a war with India in 1962.\textsuperscript{50}

India's regional military expansion and attempts to match the PRC in military infrastructure building are predicated on a need to protect itself in a two-front war. The result is an unstable “arms race” dynamic prone to miscalculations of intent and capabilities in the conditions of a security dilemma.\textsuperscript{51} India's relatively more acute threat perceptions, as well as a sense of injury and resentment against the PRC, exacerbate this dilemma.\textsuperscript{52} With both powers now possessing the capacity to wage large-scale war in the disputed area, this dynamic is even more menacing in terms of its risks and implications.

**Implications**

For decades, the western frontiers of the PRC and the northern frontiers of India were out of reach for both countries, but now ongoing expansions are threatening the status quo. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the disputed Ladakh, where both nations are expected to act more assertively as their strategic expansions leave them less room to maneuver. Absent a mutually agreed-upon modus operandi, the powers risk raising the bar of acceptable levels of violence—a dangerous prospect considering their status as nuclear-armed states. The region’s terrain will influence decisions to initiate, sustain, freeze, or end a confrontation. A conventional or nuclear confrontation is not inconceivable and awareness of the risks might facilitate
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a more effective mechanism to manage the border tensions. Both parties should signal clear intentions and avoid misperception traps that could invite further provocations and land grabbing. These actions are critical because both countries operate in dissimilar political environments and differ in their abilities to control national sentiment during conflict.

The border incident and conflict will prompt the PRC and India to adjust regional military balances and relations with neighboring countries, foreign powers, and institutions in response to each other’s regional advances. Both will likely increase defense spending in the Ladakh region and adjoining areas, partially as an extension of growing military spending trends. Both will also boost engagement with neighbors along the shared perimeter to secure political, economic, and military advantages. Finally, both will reexamine their roles in multilateral institutions and adjust their relationships with regional and global powers to balance each other’s strategic expansions.

The United States may try to use the border conflict to draw India into a strategic alliance explicitly opposing the PRC. India is unlikely to embrace the idea, instead positioning itself as an independent and self-sufficient power, drawing on its growing capabilities and historical legacy as a nonaligned movement leader during the Cold War. At that time, Delhi faced a choice of aligning with either the United States or the Soviet Union but chose to chart its own path and, just like Beijing, has treated the dispute on a bilateral basis. India appears wary of causing misperceptions in the PRC’s calculus regarding a strategic partnership with Washington and is likely to opt for a soft balancing.  

Yet, India’s foreign policy approach, rooted in strategic autonomy, is becoming “more nuanced, more flexible and adaptable” as it comes increasingly under strain “because of the rise of a realist strand of thinking” driven by the rise of the PRC. This strain presents an opening for the United States to pursue a strategic relationship with India and provides a counterbalance to China’s advances in the Indo-Asia-Pacific and beyond. Ultimately, the United States should develop a robust policy on Ladakh involving a series of economic, political, and military initiatives in Central and South Asia. This approach will help Washington influence the strategic expansions of both powers while serving as a credible global security guarantor and integrator in the increasingly changing world order.
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